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Putting Best Practices into Action

• Employ the “Change Bundle: Avoidance of 
Unnecessary Antipsychotic Medications in Nursing 
Home Residents Living with Dementia.”

• Utilize process mapping techniques for 
creating meaningful relationships and activities 
with residents.

• Brainstorm strategies for identifying and treating 
physical and mental conditions in residents 
with dementia.

3

Putting Best Practices into Action (cont.)

• Illustrate resident and family perspectives on 
person-centered care.

• Apply the Root Cause Analysis (RCA) process to 
issues related to creating a calming environment 
for residents.

• Develop a performance improvement 
project (PIP) for reducing unnecessary use 
of antipsychotic medications.
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Agenda
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10:30 a.m. Harvard Business Review: The Antipsychotic PIP Challenge
Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD
Director, Nursing Home, HSAG

10:40 a.m. Family Circle: Importance of Resident and Family Engagement
Jennette Silao, MPH, MBA

11:00 a.m. Psychology Today: Creating Meaningful Relationships and 
Meaningful Activities
Keith Savell, PhD, President, Mariposa Training
Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD

11:20 a.m. Try It Out: Process Mapping

11:50 a.m. Popular Mechanics: Identify and Treat Physical and 
Mental Conditions
Keith Savell, PhD
Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD

Agenda
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12:40 p.m.    Try It Out: Brainstorming Ideas

1:10 p.m. Zen Health: Creating a Calming Environment
Keith Savell, PhD
Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD 

1:30 p.m. Try It Out: RCA and PIP Development

2:05 p.m. Good Housekeeping Guide to Reducing Antipsychotics
Michael Wasserman, MD 

2:25 p.m. Closing Remarks and Evaluations
Jennette Silao, MPH, MBA

2:30 p.m. Adjourn 
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Bright Idea/Best Practice

7

Peanut Butter & Jelly Activity

8

Learning Objectives

• Recognize that systems 
and processes only work 
as well as they are designed.

• Understand what it takes to 
design an ideal process or 
best practice.

• Appreciate the importance 
of clear documentation 
of process steps.
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PB&J Process Map Steps

OBJECTIVE: Each table will detail the steps for how 
to make a PB&J sandwich.

STEP 1: Introduce yourself to your table mates.

STEP 2: Select a table facilitator/leader.

STEP 3: Select a table scribe.

STEP 4: Select a table Sandwich Artist (SA). 

STEP 5: Develop your process map using post-it notes and flip 
chart—10 minutes.

STEP 6: Facilitator/Leader: Instruct the Sandwich Artist 
to follow the process map flow chart—5 minutes.

Creating a PB&J Flow Chart

10

Start 
Process

Activity Steps

Decisions 
Written 
as a “?”

Directional Sign 
(Yes/No Option 
from Decisions)

Don’t forget to 
add the “who” 
and “what” to 
each activity.

Stop 
Process
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Activity Materials

11

1. Peanut Butter
2. Jelly
3. Bread
4. Knife
5. Plate
6. Post-it Notes
7. Flip Chart
8. Markers

12

PB&J Process Map Steps

OBJECTIVE: Each table will detail the steps for how 
to make a PB&J sandwich.

STEP 1: Introduce yourself to your table mates.

STEP 2: Select a table facilitator/leader.

STEP 3: Select a table scribe.

STEP 4: Select a table Sandwich Artist (SA). 

STEP 5: Develop your process map using post-it notes and flip 
chart—10 minutes.

STEP 6: Facilitator/Leader: Instruct the Sandwich Artist 
to follow the process map flow chart—5 minutes.
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Process Map Steps to Start

13

OBJECTIVE: To make one Peanut Butter and Jelly sandwich 
with the materials provided.

YES

Decide 
to make 

PB&J

Are 
Materials 
Available?

Gather 
materials 
(bread, 
peanut 

butter, jelly, 
knife, plate)

NO

SA takes 2 
slices of 

bread and 
places 

them on a 
plate side 

by side 

SA opens 
peanut 

butter jar 
by holding 

jar with 
one hand 

and 
twisting lid 

off  with 
the other 

hand. 

OBJECTIVE: To make one Peanut Butter and Jelly sandwich 
with the materials provided.

SA takes 2 
slices of 
bread

SA puts 
slices of 
bread on 
plate side 

by side

SA opens 
the Peanut 
Butter (PB) 

Jar

SA uses 
knife to 
take out 

enough PB 
for 1 slice 
of bread

SA uses 
knife to 

spread PB 
onto 1 side 
of the slice 

of bread

SA scrapes 
off excess 

PB onto lip 
of PB jar to 
clean knife

SA puts 
knife down 
onto plate

SA closes 
PB jar

SA opens 
Jelly jar

SA uses 
the same 
knife to 
take out 
enough 

Jelly for 1 
side of the 
2nd slice of 

bread

SA uses 
knife to 
spread 

Jelly onto 
1 side of 
the 2nd

slice of 
bread

SA puts 
down the 
knife on 

plate

SA closes 
Jelly jar

SA takes 
PB piece of 
bread and 
puts face 

down onto 
the jelly 

side of the 
other 

piece of 
bread

Made 
PB&J!

Decide 
to make 

PB&J

Are 
Materials 
Available?

Gather 
materials 
(bread, 
peanut 

butter, jelly, 
knife, plate)

YES

NO
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Thank You!
canursinghomes@hsag.com

mailto:canursinghomes@hsag.com
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Thank You to Our 
Cosponsors!

This material was prepared by Health Services Advisory Group, the 
Medicare Quality Improvement Organization for California, under 

contract with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), an 
agency of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The 

contents presented do not necessarily reflect CMS policy. 
Publication No. CA-11SOW-C.2-10092015-01

CMS Disclaimer
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Harvard Business Review: 
The Antipsychotic Performance 

Improvement Project (PIP) Challenge

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD
Director, Nursing Home

Health Services Advisory Group (HSAG)

Session Objectives

• Discuss performance improvement methodologies.

– Quality Assurance & Performance Improvement (QAPI)

• Review the latest national and state prevalence of 
antipsychotic use for long-stay nursing home 
residents and set individual nursing home goals.

• Discuss the Change Bundle: Avoidance 
of Unnecessary Antipsychotic Medications 
in Nursing Home Residents Living with Dementia.

20
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Replace Chaos 
with Order

With QAPI, you will 
eventually reduce work 
while achieving quality!

Performance Improvement Project (PIP)

22
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Antipsychotic Reduction:
The National and State Story
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National Partnership to Improve Dementia 
Care in Nursing Homes—Trend Update

25 SOURCE: National Partnership to Improve Dementia Care in Nursing Homes 

California Quarterly Data
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26 SOURCE: National Partnership to Improve Dementia Care in Nursing Homes 
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What is your nursing home’s 
antipsychotic use rate? 

27

28
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California Quarterly Data
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29 SOURCE: National Partnership to Improve Dementia Care in Nursing Homes 

SMART* Goals

Nursing Home will 

decrease the long-stay 

antipsychotic medication 

use rate from Current 

Rate % to Goal Rate % 

by Date.

30 *Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Results-focused, and Time-bound
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Change Package

Source: Change Package NHQCC (March 2015) 11SOW-QINNCC-00109-02/24/1531

32
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Design and create a 
calming environment.

Source: 
Change Package NHQCC (March 2015) 

11SOW-QINNCC-00109-02/24/15

Create 
meaningful 
relationships.
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Provide 
meaningful 
activities.

Identify and treat 
physical and 
mental conditions.
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Define a consistent approach 
to minimize the use of 
antipsychotic medications.

Questions

38

?????
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Thank You!

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD
mwasserman@hsag.com

818.265.4657

Thank You to Our 
Cosponsors!

mailto:mwasserman@hsag.com
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This material was prepared by Health Services Advisory Group, the 
Medicare Quality Improvement Organization for California, under 

contract with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), an 
agency of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The 

contents presented do not necessarily reflect CMS policy. 
Publication No. CA-11SOW-C.2-10092015-02

CMS Disclaimer

42

https://youtu.be/P5AwdwSlWlw

https://youtu.be/P5AwdwSlWlw
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Family Circle: Importance of 
Resident and Family Engagement 

Karen Wright, BS

Family Member Peer Coach

Presentation Objective

• Illustrate resident and family perspectives on 
person-centered care.

• Family member feedback aligned with QAPI. 

• Share mom’s story which helps create 
meaningful activities for her as a resident with 
dementia. 

• Discuss validation orientation and meeting 
mom in her current reality.
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Vienna Facility Information

• Vienna is a 150-bed skilled nursing and 
rehabilitation center independently owned and 
operated

• Vienna offers short-term and long-term 
assistance

• 5 star facility  
• CMS recognized in the top 10% in the quality 

measure composite score
– Peer coach eligibility criteria 
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Element 3: Feedback

Leadership and staff 
actively seeking feedback 
from residents and 
families 

Outcome: Improved Quality 
of Care, Quality of Life, and  
Resident Choice

My Mom: Pat Shimmin
Background
• Past Careers: 

Teacher and SNF 
Activities Director 
(AD)

• She loves to visit 
with other 
residents

• Takes on the AD 
role at Vienna and 
gives mom a 
continued sense of 
purpose 

Meaningful Activities: 
• Singing to the Sound 

of Music
• Watching the 

“Deadliest Catch”
• Sunbathing and 

gardening in the back 
patio

Family
• Has 4 children and 

husband (my dad) 
just recently passed 
away 
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Teacher and Activities Director

Background
• Past Careers: 

Teacher and SNF 
Activities Director 
(AD)

• Takes on the AD role
at Vienna and gives 
mom a continued 
sense of purpose 

 

Visiting with Other Residents

She loves to visit with other residents
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Meaningful Activities:
Sunbathing and Playing in the Garden

Meaningful Activities: 
Dressing up for Halloween
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Music and 
Memory

Family
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Validation Orientation 

Definition:
to “validate” or 
accept the values, 
beliefs and “reality” 
of the person 
suffering from 
dementia.

Key Point: 
• Work with 

staff/caregivers so 
that they can meet 
mom in her current 
reality.

• Have a conversation 
in mom’s current 
reality and then       
re-direct the 
conversation.

Advice for Nursing Home Leaders

• Foster relationships with families 

– Invite to attend and join care planning meetings

– Staff provides regular updates on mom’s condition

• Provide families space to visit with loved ones

– Vienna includes both indoor and outdoor spaces

– Allow me to help her get ready for bed 
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Great Dementia Care Relates to: 

• Knowing what calms her down 

– Being in the patio and gardening 

• Meaningful relationships

– Caregivers consistent, know likes and dislikes 

– Mom comfortable with giving feedback to caregivers

• Meaningful activities

– Singing to the sound of music and watching the 
“Deadliest Catch” 

– Attending candlelight dinner 

Any Questions? 
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Thank you! 

• Let Health Services Advisory Group know if 
you are interested in connecting with Karen 
Wright, Family Member, Vienna Nursing and 
Rehabilitation Center

• Karen is a part of the California Nursing 
Home Quality Care Collaborative Peer 
Coach Network 

References

• Change Package, National Nursing Home Quality Care 
Collaborative March 2015 V 2.0 Strategy 3 Connect with 
Residents Celebrate Lives

– 3.a Change Concept: Treat Residents as they want to be 
treated, remembering that your facility is their home.

– 3.b Change Concept: Foster relationships with families.
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Thank You to Our 
Cosponsors!

Psychology Today: Creating Meaningful 
Relationships and Meaningful Activities

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD Keith Savell, PhD, CTRS 
Director, Nursing Home Mariposa Training, Inc.

Health Services Advisory Group Geriatric Healthcare 
(HSAG) Consultants, LLC
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Session Objectives

• Explain best practices related to creating 
meaningful relationships and activities 
with residents. 

• Discuss consistent assignment benefits 
to residents and staff.

• Utilize process mapping techniques for 
creating meaningful relationships and 
activities with residents. 

63

What would you

ABSOLUTELY HAVE TO HAVE

to be happy living in a 
nursing home?

64
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65

Is this 
realistic?

Is this 
achievable?

From a provider perspective, 
is this quality of care?

66
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From a regulatory perspective,
is this quality of care?

67

Foster 
meaningful 
relationships.
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New Admission

Hip replacement in 
4B who keeps asking 

for pain meds and 
sleeping pills

Mike, new resident who 
plays the piano, is often 
overheard asking other 

residents if they play 
poker and has an order 

for a glass of wine
in the evening.

69

Provide 
exceptional 
compassionate 
clinical care 
that treats the 
whole person.
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Encourage 
meaningful 
activities and 
daily routines.

Meaningful Engagement

Engagement in life interests 
that are intrinsically satisfying to the 

individual resident.

72
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Meaningful Engagement

1. Each event, encounter, exchange in a 
resident’s daily life has the potential 
to be of meaning… regardless of context.

2. Meaningful engagement is not just 
scheduled events, but every interaction 
with staff members, relatives, and 
others with dementia.

(Alzheimer’s Association)

73

Engage residents and 
encourage mobility.
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Case Example

Mary is a 
92-year-old female 

resident with 
dementia and 

frequent episodes 
of anxiety.

75

Mary’s Care Plan

76

PROBLEM: Episode of anxiety as evidenced by self 
expressions of feeling “anxious”

GOAL: Resident will have no episodes of anxiety daily for three 
months as evidenced by zero daily expressions of 
feeling anxious.

APPROACHES: 1. Provide resident with bedside radio tuned to 
classical music.

2. Provide resident with opportunities to participate in 
gardening group.

3. Provide resident with in-room plants and encourage 
resident to care for plants.

4. Ensure resident’s television is in working order and is 
tuned to channel 10 (MASH® reruns) following dinner.

5. Ask resident if she would like to watch MASH® each 
evening at 7:00 p.m. prior to bedtime.
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77

78
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Care Planning

• The Care Plan, or Plan of Care should be 
developed with input from all staff who know 
the resident’s needs, interests, personal 
preferences and customary routines ... Who 
know the resident as an individual.

• This should include CNAs and other front line 
care providers – not only members of the IDT.

Consistent 
assignment and 

familiar faces 
create a feeling 

of belonging
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Consistent Assignment

The same Certified Nursing Assistants 
(CNAs) and licensed nurses care for 

the same residents every time
he/she is on duty.

81

What Does Consistent Assignment Do?

• Builds positive relationships

• Increases resident and family satisfaction

• Allows quicker awareness of clinical problems

• Improves staff accountability

• Enhances communication between shifts 
and with other disciplines

• Improves staff satisfaction

• Improves clinical and quality outcomes

• Promotes person-centered care

82

Source: Advancing Excellence in America’s Nursing Homes 
https://www.nhqualitycampaign.org/goalDetail.aspx?g=ca#tab1

https://www.nhqualitycampaign.org/goalDetail.aspx?g=ca#tab1
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What Are the Benefits to Residents?

• No need to explain how to care for 
them day after day

• More comfortable with the intimate 
aspects of care

• Much more comfortable with familiar caregivers

• Stronger relationships with staff members

• More choice and control

• A feeling of being at home

• Increased family engagement

83

Source: Advancing Excellence in America’s Nursing Homes 
https://www.nhqualitycampaign.org/goalDetail.aspx?g=ca#tab1

84

Not only is consistent assignment 
beneficial to your residents, it is also 

beneficial to your staff members.

https://www.nhqualitycampaign.org/goalDetail.aspx?g=ca#tab1
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What Are the Benefits to Staff Members?

• Become more familiar with resident 
preferences and needs

• Provide better care

• Increased job satisfaction

• Decreased absenteeism

• Lower staff turnover

• Overall positive attitudes

• Increased feelings of empowerment

85

Source: Advancing Excellence in America’s Nursing Homes 
https://www.nhqualitycampaign.org/goalDetail.aspx?g=ca#tab1

Guiding Principles

• Utilize national support groups and national 
alliance networks for guidance.

• Utilize community support groups for the 
residents and their family members.

• Ask for guidance from your activity
consultant, consultant pharmacist, 
and psychologist.

86

https://www.nhqualitycampaign.org/goalDetail.aspx?g=ca#tab1
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Review

• Our residents are individuals—just like you 
and me.

• Once we know their interests, we can build 
meaningful relationships.

– Better able to identify interests that are 
meaningful to them

– The foundation for delivery of 
meaningful engagement.

87

Questions

88

?????
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Thank You!

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD Keith Savell, PhD, CTRS 
mwasserman@hsag.com www.gerontologyresources.com

818.265.4657 510.658.4448

Try It Out:
Process Mapping

HSAG Nursing Home Team Facilitators

mailto:mwasserman@hsag.com
http://www.gerontologyresources.com/
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Session Objectives

• Recognize when to use a process map. 

• Develop a process map on an existing 
or new process. 

• Utilize process mapping techniques for 
creating meaningful relationships and 
activities with residents. 

91

Definitions for Processes and Systems 

• “Process” is an individual action step that 
includes the who and what.
– A process map includes a series of processes.  

• “System” is defined as a collection of 
interdependent elements that interact to 
achieve a common purpose or aim. 

• A process map promotes system-thinking.
– Any change in any of the steps can impact the system.

– Each system is designed to perfectly achieve the 
results it gets.

92

Source: National Quality Center Game Guide, Games to Teach System Skills, August 2006
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Process Maps: Application and Importance

• Used to study an existing or new process. 

• Allows performance improvement project 
(PIP) teams to visualize each step and the 
links between the steps. 

• PIP teams can apply a process map as part of 
root cause analysis or failure modes and effect 
analysis (FMEA). 

93

Process Maps (cont.) 

• Show common understanding of the steps.

• Show decision points and outcomes.

• Give insight into where rework or issues occur.

– Help to simplify, eliminate steps, and standardize.

• Provide comparison between current process 
and a best-practice process.

94
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Who is Needed? Supplies? 

95

WHO SUPPLIES

• Facilitator/Leader 

• Scribe

• Staff member who 
has knowledge of 
the process

• Flip chart

• Post-it notes

• Marker 

Creating a Process Map

96

NOTE: 
Add the “who” 
and “what” to 
each activity.

Start 
Process 

Activity Steps

Decisions
Written 
as a “?”

Directional Sign
(Yes/No option 
from decisions)

Stop 
Process

Variation may occur depending on who and which units are involved. 
Process mapping can lead to standardization. 
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Mary’s Care Plan

97

PROBLEM: Episode of anxiety as evidenced by self 
expressions of feeling “anxious”

GOAL: Resident will have no episodes of anxiety daily for three 
months as evidenced by zero daily expressions of 
feeling anxious.

APPROACHES: 1. Provide resident with bedside radio tuned to 
classical music.

2. Provide resident with opportunities to participate in 
gardening group.

3. Provide resident with in-room plants and encourage 
resident to care for plants.

4. Ensure resident’s television is in working order and is 
tuned to channel 10 (MASH® reruns) following dinner.

5. Ask resident if she would like to watch MASH® each 
evening at 7:00 p.m. prior to bedtime.

98
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Try It Out  (15 Minutes)

100

Title Meaningful Activities Process Map

Objective Within 72 hours of admission, team to process map how an 
activity assessment would be completed for a resident 
receiving antipsychotic medication. 

Start Activities staff member to interview resident. 

End Completed person-centered activity assessment.

OR

Title Meaningful Relationships Process Map

Objective Team to process map how to establish a consistent 
assignment for five residents. 

Start Director of Staff Development to assign one Certified 
Nursing Assistant (CNA) per shift (three CNAs – to the 
five residents).

End Resident happy with CNAs assigned. 

4 .  F a c i l i t a t o r / L e a d e r  t o  
f a c i l i t a t e  d i s c u s s i o n  o n  
w h i c h  t o p i c  t o  p r o c e s s  
m a p ,  e i t h e r  m e a n i n g f u l  

r e l a t i o n s h i p s  o r  a c t i v i t i e s .
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Final Review of the Process Map

• Was work duplicated?

• What other steps should be included?

• Where did gaps or breakdown occur?

• Where can you make improvements 
in the process? 

101
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Questions

103

?????

References

• National Quality Center Game Guide, Games 
to Teach System Skills, August 2006

• Flowcharting Guidelines

– https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-
Enrollment-and-
Certification/QAPI/Downloads/ProcessToolFrame
work.pdf

• Advancing Excellence in America’s Nursing Homes 
https://www.nhqualitycampaign.org/goalDetail.aspx
?g=ca#tab1

104

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-and-Certification/QAPI/Downloads/ProcessToolFramework.pdf
https://www.nhqualitycampaign.org/goalDetail.aspx?g=ca#tab1
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Thank you!
canursinghomes@hsag.com

Thank You to Our 
Cosponsors!

mailto:canursinghomes@hsag.com
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This material was prepared by Health Services Advisory Group, the 
Medicare Quality Improvement Organization for California, under 

contract with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), an 
agency of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The 

contents presented do not necessarily reflect CMS policy. 
Publication No. CA-11SOW-C.2-11022015-01

CMS Disclaimer

Popular Mechanics: Identify and Treat 
Physical and Mental Conditions

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD Keith Savell, PhD, CTRS 
Director, Nursing Home Mariposa Training, Inc.

Health Services Advisory Group Geriatric Healthcare 
(HSAG) Consultants, LLC
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Objectives

• Identify the features of dementia 
and delirium.

• Explain the different antecedents 
resulting in challenging behaviors.

• Use brainstorming techniques for 
identifying and treating physical and 
mental conditions.

109

What Does Dementia Look Like?

110
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What does dementia look like?

What Does Dementia Look Like? (cont.)

How do you know 
John has dementia?

112
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What Are the Features of Dementia?

113

d
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n

personality changes

loss of initiative

memory loss

difficulty with word finding

difficulty performing familiar tasks

dementia
mood 

swings

p
o

o
r ju

d
ge

m
e

n
t poor safety awareness

attentionseeking

self-isolating

behaviors

m
e

m
o

ry

cognitive impairment

irreversible

disorientation

mood 
swings

Identifying Changes in Behaviors

John becomes 
increasingly confused, 

agitated, and 
combative.

114
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Compare the Behaviors

Dementia

Memory loss

Difficulty finding words

Difficulty performing familiar tasks

Disorientation

Mood swings or changes in behavior

Changes in personality

Loss of initiative

Poor judgement and/or safety awareness

Attention-seeking behaviors

Self-isolating behaviors

115

Delirium

Memory loss

Difficulty finding words

Difficulty performing familiar tasks

Disorientation

Mood swings or changes in behavior

Changes in personality

Loss of initiative

Poor judgement and/or safety awareness

Attention-seeking behaviors

Self-isolating behaviors

Understanding the Similarities/Differences

Dementia

Changes in memory, reasoning, and 
personality characteristics, which 
are gradual and progressive

Changes noted over a period of 
months and years

Causes are nonreversible

Brain cells are dying due to 
physiologic and functional changes

116

Delirium
Changes in memory, reasoning, and 
personality characteristics, which 
occur over a relatively short 
period of time

Changes noted over a few hours, 
days, and weeks

Causes are typically reversible

Closely related to changes in the 
human condition, changes in the 
environment, or factors related to 
the delivery of care
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Dementia vs. Delirium

Since residents with dementia and delirium 
often “present” in very similar ways, the most 

important differentiator is rate of onset.  

Sudden changes in a resident’s memory, 
reasoning, and personality may indicate the 
presence of delirium.

Delirium is almost always treatable.

117

Do not treat behaviors; instead, 
understand and treat what 
they represent.
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Antecedents to Challenging Behaviors

Challenging 
Behavior

Human Factor 
Antecedents

Environmental 
Factor 

Antecedents

Situational 
Antecedents

Delivery-of-
Care 

Antecedents

119

Human Factor Antecedents

• Undiagnosed illness (urinary tract 
infection [UTI], constipation

• Pain

• Fatigue

• Over/Under medication

• New medications

• Need to feel empowered or in control

• Trauma

• Depression

• Social isolation

• Dehydration/Malnutrition

120
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Environmental Antecedents

• Inappropriate stimulus levels

• Light levels

• Temperature 

• Lunar cycles

121

Situational Antecedents

• Infringing on a resident’s 
“personal space”

• Fear of contact

• Demands which exceed 
the resident’s abilities

• Residential relocation

• Change of environment 
or routine

122
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Delivery-of-Care Antecedents

• Need to be treated with 
respect and dignity

• Lack of timely response 
to requests for assistance

• Change in care provider

• Misleading stimuli

• Positioning relative to 
light source

123

Educate staff 
members on signs 
and symptoms of 
delirium, as well as 
appropriate 
interventions.
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Characteristics of Delirium

• Sudden onset

• Fluctuating behaviors

• Perceptual disturbances

• Lethargy

• Circadian dysrhythmia

• Emotional reactions

125

Identify practitioners in the 
community who are skilled 
at working with individuals 
with dementia and willing to 
provide on-site care.

• Geriatrician

• Neurologist

• Neuro-Psychologist

• Consultant (activity, social 
work, pharmacy, etc.)

• Regional, state, and 
local resources
– ADRDA, etc.

126
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Who is responsible for identifying the 
presence of delirium?

EVERYONE!
127

Let’s Review

• Dementia and delirium are not the same.

• The underlying causes of delirium may be due 
to human factor, environmental, situational, 
or delivery-of-care antecedents.

• It is important for ALL STAFF MEMBERS to be 
able to differentiate between the two.

128
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Questions

129

?????

Brainstorming Ideas to Identify and Treat 
Physical and Mental Conditions

130 HSAG Nursing Home Team
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Brainstorming

131

Combines a relaxed, informal approach to problem-
solving with lateral thinking.

• Encourages people to 
come up with thoughts
and ideas

• Can be crafted into 
original, creative solutions 
to a problem

• Can spark even more ideas

Why? 

Set the Goal

132
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Steps

1. Pick your
group.

You are grouped 
by table.

It is best to include 
people from a wide 
range of disciplines in 
your facility and people 
who have a variety of 
thinking styles.

133

Identify Team Leaders and Their Roles

In your group, pick one facilitator, one scribe, 
and one reporter.

Facilitator Scribe

State the group 
objective/goal.

Write down ALL ideas 
on flip chart.

Guide the discussions.

Support the team.

Refocus the team.

Reporter

Share the top three ideas with audience.

134
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Steps

2. Gather materials. 3. Present the 
problem/goal.

135

Steps (cont.)

4. Facilitator, 
start discussion.

• There are no right, 
wrong, or crazy ideas.

• All ideas are welcome 
and should be 
written down.

• Discourage criticizing 
others’ ideas.

• Think outside the box.

136
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Steps (cont.)

5.  Facilitator, guide 
discussion.

6.  Scribe, write all 
ideas on flip chart.

7.  Reporter, 
spread the word.

137

Case Study Brainstorm

Come up with possible solutions for 
addressing the behavior

John is a 73-year-old male resident with dementia.  
Since admission, staff members noted that John had 
been seen urinating in trash cans located in the 
dining room and the hallway during the daytime. He 
was also noted to be urinating in the corners of his 
room at night, which was bothering his roommate. 
John was admitted one week ago.

138
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Thank You!

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD Keith Savell, PhD, CTRS 
mwasserman@hsag.com www.gerontologyresources.com

818.265.4657 510.658.4448

mailto:mwasserman@hsag.com
http://www.gerontologyresources.com/
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Thank You to Our 
Cosponsors!

This material was prepared by Health Services Advisory Group, the 
Medicare Quality Improvement Organization for California, under 

contract with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), an 
agency of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The 

contents presented do not necessarily reflect CMS policy. 
Publication No. CA-11SOW-C.2-10192015-04

CMS Disclaimer
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Zen Health:  
Creating a Calming Environment

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD Keith Savell, PhD, CTRS 
Director, Nursing Home Mariposa Training, Inc.

Health Services Advisory Group Geriatric Healthcare 
(HSAG) Consultants, LLC

Session Objectives

• Employ the “Change Bundle: Avoidance 
of Unnecessary Antipsychotic Medications 
in Nursing Home Residents Living 
with Dementia.”

• Explain best practices related to designing 
and creating a calming environment.

144
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Create a calming 
environment.

Prosthetic Environment

A prosthetic environment is designed to 

facilitate the highest level of functioning for 

individuals with dementia, delirium, and 

other forms of cognitive impairment.  

146
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Prosthetic Environment—Key Elements

Safety

Enhances 
Cognitive 

Functioning
Normalized 

Enables 
Freedom

of Movement

147

NOISE POLLUTION!
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Reduce unnecessary 
background noise.

Noise Pollution! What to Avoid

Sensory 
over-stimulation

Overhead paging

150
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Create spaces that 
are comforting 
and soothing.

Affects depth 
perception 
and balance

Water?

Uneven surface?

Different texture?
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Flooring—Glare

• Glare is especially problematic with 
wood floors and linoleum.

• Evaluate floor cleaning products and 
floor wax.  

• Low-glare or no-glare 
wax vs. high-gloss wax

153
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Color Contrast—Things to Avoid

Avoid contrast 
near doorways and 

between halls.

Avoid dark squares 
or shapes on 
the carpet.

Avoid carpet 
patterns that may 

be perceived as 
pieces of paper to 

be picked up.

155

Avoid Clutter

Room Hallway

156
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Showers

• Make the shower room inviting.

• Add warm homelike touches.

157
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Bathrooms

Bathrooms 
should be 
marked.

Use a picture of 
a toilet.

Use both signs 
and words.

161

Bathrooms (cont.)

Be aware of the placement of garbage cans, since 
garbage cans are often misinterpreted as toilets.

162
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Bathrooms (cont.)

Toileting

Be aware of the 
placement of 
plants and 
ferns on the 
ground.

Don’t

163

Entrances and Exits

Camouflage the entrance/exit. 
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Avoid Water Scenes

167

Sign to be posted by exit

Oakland Route

This bus goes to: Oakland
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Social (Lounging) Space

Provide 
arrangements 
for groups of two 
or three, as well 
as larger groups
of eight or nine.

169

Indoor Patio

170
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Outdoor Patio

Create 
comfortable 
outdoor areas.

171

Dining

Use distinct 
spaces for dining 
and lounging to 
encourage 
“functional”
recognition 
of location.

172
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Provide Adequate Lighting

Inadequate 
light levels 
increase levels 
of resident 
agitation.

173

Outdoor activities
reduce resident agitation, 
depression, and insomnia.
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Provide Environmental Clues

Provide Environmental Clues (cont.)
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Provide Environmental Clues (cont.)

Seat residents in 
a cooking 
program facing a 
wall with cooking 
posters/
items on it.

177

Provide Outdoor Walking Areas

Outdoor 
walking loops

Outdoor 
bus stop

178
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Provide Outdoor Walking Areas (cont.)

Ensure adequate 
shading for safety.

“Camouflage” fences with 
vines and planter boxes to 

reduce feelings of 
confinement.

179

Let’s Review

• Environmental modifications are intended to 
enhance function and enable aging in place.

• Modifying the environment does not require 
major reconstruction.

• Think “outside the box.”

• Be creative!!!!

180
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Create a calming 
environment.

Thank You! 

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD Keith Savell, PhD, CTRS 
mwasserman@hsag.com www.gerontologyresources.com

(818) 265-4657 (510) 658-4448

mailto:mwasserman@hsag.com
http://www.gerontologyresources.com/
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Try It Out: Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
and Performance Improvement 

Project (PIP) Development

HSAG Nursing Home Team

Performance Improvement Project
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Let’s conduct an 
RCA case study.

Case Study

Mary is a 92-year-old 
female resident with 
dementia and frequent 
episodes of anxiety. Per the 
Certified Nursing Assistant 
(CNA) Report, the resident 
seemed to become anxious 
especially during meal time.  
She was admitted a week ago.  

186
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Team Members

• Administrator
• Director of Nursing
• Social services designee
• CNA
• Activity staff member
• Resident
• Family member

187

Choose a 
facilitator

Problem to Be Solved

The team decided to 
track the number of times 
Mary became anxious 
during meal time.  

• They found that over 
the last two days, Mary 
became anxious at 
four meals.

188
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Goal for This Project

To decrease Mary’s 
episodes of anxiety 
during meal time from 
four meals in two days 
to one meal in two 
days before the end of 
next week.

189

RCA Method

Pick solution 
based on the 

cause

Improvement!

190
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RCA Method (cont.)

• RCA is a quality improvement method that helps 
teams get to the root cause of a system issue.

Why? 
Results of an RCA help to develop 
systemic actions to prevent future 
events and to sustain positive outcomes.

How? 
Tools such as the fishbone (cause-and-
effect) diagram and the 5 Whys 
technique can be used to conduct an RCA. 

Investigation—Purpose

• Assemble a clear and 
thorough explanation 
of why an incident 
occurred.

• Identify specific actions 
(changes to be made, 
improvements) to 
prevent similar 
incidents.

192
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Facilitator

• Identify someone to coordinate all the 
moving parts to keep the investigation 
moving forward toward an explanation 
and solutions.

• The facilitator may not be owner of the 
problem.

193

Facilitator Role

Know the investigation process:

• Collect

• Organize

• Document

• Manage the dialogue

194
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Collecting Information

• On your own

• One-on-one

• In a group

• Why did this happen? 
• What was different 

this time?     
• Are there system 

factors that contributed?

195

Three Basic Steps 

1. Define the problem

2. Analyze

3. Find solutions

196
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Cause-and-Effect (Fishbone) Diagram

To decrease Mary’s episodes of anxiety during meal time from 4 meals in 2 days to 1 meal in 2 days before end of next week.

Mary became 
anxious during meal 
time.  She prefers 
quietness.

Potential Categories:
1. People

2. Environment

3. Policy and Procedure

197

Case Study—RCA

• CNAs turned on the radio during meal time.

• TV was on during meal time.

• Mary was sitting with three residents at a table.

• Some residents in the dining room were shouting or 
talking loudly while eating.

• Right before meal time, there were activities in the 
dining room. 

– As a part of the standard procedure, the activity staff 
members turned the TV on during activities and left it on 
after activities were over.

See Handout!

198
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Cause-and-Effect (Fishbone) Diagram

To decrease Mary’s episodes of anxiety during meal time from 4 meals in 2 days to 1 meal in 2 days before end of next week.

People

Mary became 
anxious during meal 
time.  She prefers 
quietness.

Potential Categories:
1. People

2. Environment

3. Policy and Procedure

199

CNAs turned on the 
radio during meal time.

Environment

Sitting with other residents

Policy & Procedure

Prioritizing Root Causes to Address

• Over which root causes do you have the 
highest control?

• Which root causes have the highest impact on 
the problem?                                                          

200
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Group Exercise

Conduct RCA—Fishbone

1. Review causes provided.

2. Categorize causes on Fishbone diagram.

3. Choose one root cause that has a high 
impact on the problem and over which you 
have high control.

201

Group Exercise (cont.)

Based on the cause, 
choose action(s) 
from the bundle: 

#1 Design and create a 
calming environment.

202
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Bundle Actions

Design and create a calming environment

a) Eliminate loud or competing noises. 

b) Have a place for everything, and everything 
its place. 

in 

c) Eliminate patterns in carpet or other 
furnishings that could be confusing. 

d) Include private personal spaces that are 
comforting and soothing to residents. 

e) Respect each resident’s private space.

203

Based on the outcome of the 
RCA, which bundle action 

would you implement?
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PIP

Celebrate!
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Thank You to Our 
Cosponsors!

This material was prepared by Health Services Advisory Group, the 
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Good Housekeeping Guide to 
Reducing Antipsychotics

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD
Director, Nursing Home

Health Services Advisory Group (HSAG)

Objectives

• Identify consistent approaches to reduce 
unnecessary use of antipsychotic medications.

• Employ the Change Bundle in reducing the 
unnecessary use of antipsychotic medications.

• Identify strategies to manage antipsychotic 
medications in your nursing home.

210
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The National Nursing Home Quality Care Collaborative 
(NNHQCC) Change Package provides us with a Change Bundle 

specifically to address the use of unnecessary antipsychotic 
medications in nursing home residents living with dementia.

211

The National Partnership to Improve 
Dementia Care in Nursing Homes Mission

Deliver healthcare that is person-centered, 
comprehensive, and interdisciplinary. 

Protect residents from being prescribed 
unnecessary antipsychotic medications.

212
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213

Define a 
consistent 

approach to 
minimize 

the use of 
antipsychotic 
medications.

Engage pharmacy consultants for 
changing or eliminating medications.
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Involve your medical director in 
aligning goals to improve dementia 
care and avoid inappropriate 
antipsychotic drug use.215

Implement a policy 
that key leaders 
must sign off on 
before initiating any 
new antipsychotic 
medication.

216
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Track your 
antipsychotic 

data.

217

Gradual Dose Reductions (GDR)

218
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Involve staff members, residents, 
and family members in GDR.

220
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Questions

221

?????

Thank You!

Michael Wasserman, MD, CMD
mwasserman@hsag.com

818.265.4657

mailto:mwasserman@hsag.com
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	Engagement in life interests that are intrinsically satisfyingto the individualresident.
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	1.Each event, encounter, exchange in a resident’s daily life has the potential to be of meaning… regardless of context.
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	2.Meaningful engagement is not just scheduled events, but every interaction with staff members, relatives, and others with dementia.
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	Mary is a 92-year-old female resident with dementia and frequent episodes of anxiety.
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	Resident will have no episodesof anxiety daily for three months as evidenced by zero daily expressions of feeling anxious.
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	1.Provide resident with bedside radio tuned to classical music.
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	2.Provide resident with opportunities to participate in gardening group.
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	•The Care Plan, or Plan of Care should be developed with input from all staff who know the resident’s needs, interests, personal preferences and customary routines ... Who know the resident as an individual.
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	•This should include CNAs and other front line care providers –not only members of the IDT.
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	The sameCertified Nursing Assistants (CNAs) and licensed nurses care for the sameresidents every timehe/she is on duty.
	The sameCertified Nursing Assistants (CNAs) and licensed nurses care for the sameresidents every timehe/she is on duty.
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	•No need to explain how to care for them day after day
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	•Utilize nationalsupport groups and national alliance networks for guidance.
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	•Utilize communitysupport groups for the residents and their family members.
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	•Ask for guidance from your activityconsultant, consultant pharmacist, and psychologist.
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	•Once we know their interests, we can build meaningful relationships.
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	–The foundation for delivery of meaningful engagement.
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	•Recognize when to use a process map. 
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	•Develop a process map on an existing or new process. 
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	•Utilize process mapping techniques for creating meaningful relationships and activities with residents. 
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	•“Process” is an individual action step that includes the who and what.
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	–A process map includes a series of processes.  
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	•“System” is defined as a collection of interdependent elements that interact to achieve a common purpose or aim. 
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	•A process map promotes system-thinking.
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	–Any change in any of the steps can impact the system.
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	–Each system is designed to perfectly achieve the results it gets.
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	•Used to study an existing or new process. 
	•Used to study an existing or new process. 
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	•Allows performance improvement project (PIP) teams to visualize each step and the links between the steps. 
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	•PIP teams can apply a process map as part of root cause analysis or failure modes and effect analysis (FMEA). 
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	•Show common understanding of the steps.
	•Show common understanding of the steps.
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	•Show decision points and outcomes.
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	Resident will have no episodesof anxiety daily for three months as evidenced by zero daily expressions of feeling anxious.
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	•Identify the features of dementia and delirium.
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	•Explain the different antecedents resulting in challenging behaviors.
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	Since residents with dementia and delirium often “present” in very similar ways, the most important differentiator is rate of onset.  Sudden changes in a resident’s memory, reasoning, and personality may indicate the presence of delirium.
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	•Infringing on a resident’s “personal space”
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	Educate staff members on signs and symptoms of delirium, as well as appropriate interventions.
	Educate staff members on signs and symptoms of delirium, as well as appropriate interventions.
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	Identify practitioners in the community who are skilled at working with individuals with dementia and willing to provide on-site care.•Geriatrician•Neurologist•Neuro-Psychologist•Consultant (activity, social work, pharmacy, etc.)•Regional, state, and local resources–ADRDA, etc.
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	Who is responsible for identifying the presence of delirium?
	Who is responsible for identifying the presence of delirium?
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	•Dementia and delirium are notthe same.
	•Dementia and delirium are notthe same.
	•Dementia and delirium are notthe same.
	•Dementia and delirium are notthe same.

	•The underlying causes of delirium may be due to human factor, environmental, situational, or delivery-of-care antecedents.
	•The underlying causes of delirium may be due to human factor, environmental, situational, or delivery-of-care antecedents.

	•It is important for ALL STAFF MEMBERS to be able to differentiate between the two.
	•It is important for ALL STAFF MEMBERS to be able to differentiate between the two.
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	Combines a relaxed, informal approach to problem-solving with lateral thinking.
	Combines a relaxed, informal approach to problem-solving with lateral thinking.

	•Encourages people to come up with thoughtsand ideas
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	1. Pick yourgroup.
	1. Pick yourgroup.
	1. Pick yourgroup.



	You are grouped by table.
	You are grouped by table.
	It is best to include people from a wide range of disciplines in your facility and people who have a variety of thinking styles.
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	Share the top three ideas with audience.
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	In your group, pick one facilitator, one scribe, and one reporter.
	In your group, pick one facilitator, one scribe, and one reporter.
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	4. Facilitator, start discussion.
	4. Facilitator, start discussion.
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	•There are no right, wrong, or crazy ideas.
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	•All ideas are welcome and should be written down.
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	•Think outside the box.
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	5.  Facilitator, guide discussion.
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	6.  Scribe, write all ideas on flip chart.
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	Come up with possible solutions for addressing the behavior
	Come up with possible solutions for addressing the behavior

	John is a 73-year-old male resident with dementia.  Since admission, staff members noted that John had been seen urinating in trash cans located in the dining room and the hallway during the daytime. He was also noted to be urinating in the corners of his room at night, which was bothering his roommate. John was admitted one week ago.
	John is a 73-year-old male resident with dementia.  Since admission, staff members noted that John had been seen urinating in trash cans located in the dining room and the hallway during the daytime. He was also noted to be urinating in the corners of his room at night, which was bothering his roommate. John was admitted one week ago.
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	•Employ the “Change Bundle: Avoidance of Unnecessary Antipsychotic Medications in Nursing Home Residents Living with Dementia.”
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	•Explain best practices related to designing and creating a calming environment.
	•Explain best practices related to designing and creating a calming environment.
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	A prosthetic environment is designed to facilitate the highest level of functioning for individuals with dementia, delirium, and other forms of cognitive impairment.  
	A prosthetic environment is designed to facilitate the highest level of functioning for individuals with dementia, delirium, and other forms of cognitive impairment.  
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	Create spaces that are comforting 
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	Avoid contrast near doorways and between halls.
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	Avoid dark squares or shapes on the carpet.
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	Avoid carpet patterns that may be perceived as pieces of paper to be picked up.
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	•Make the shower room inviting.
	•Make the shower room inviting.
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	Bathrooms should be marked.
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	Use a picture of a toilet.
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	Be aware of the placement of garbage cans, since garbage cans are often misinterpreted as toilets.
	Be aware of the placement of garbage cans, since garbage cans are often misinterpreted as toilets.
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	Be aware of theplacement of Toiletingplants and ferns on the ground.
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	Camouflage the entrance/exit. 
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	This bus goes to: Oakland
	Sign to be posted by exit
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	Provide arrangements for groups of two or three, as well as larger groups
	Provide arrangements for groups of two or three, as well as larger groups
	of eight or nine.
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	Create comfortable outdoor areas.
	Create comfortable outdoor areas.
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	Use distinct spaces for dining and lounging to encourage “functional”recognition of location.
	Use distinct spaces for dining and lounging to encourage “functional”recognition of location.
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	Inadequate light levels increase levels of resident agitation.
	Inadequate light levels increase levels of resident agitation.
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	Seat residents in a cooking program facing a wall with cooking posters/items on it.
	Seat residents in a cooking program facing a wall with cooking posters/items on it.
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	Ensure adequate shading for safety.
	Ensure adequate shading for safety.

	“Camouflage” fences with vines and planter boxes to reduce feelings of confinement.
	“Camouflage” fences with vines and planter boxes to reduce feelings of confinement.
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	•Environmental modifications are intended to enhance function and enable aging in place.
	•Environmental modifications are intended to enhance function and enable aging in place.
	•Environmental modifications are intended to enhance function and enable aging in place.
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	•Modifying the environment does not require major reconstruction.
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	•Think “outside the box.”
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	•Be creative!!!!
	•Be creative!!!!
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	Mary is a 92-year-old female resident with dementia and frequent episodes of anxiety. Per the Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) Report, the resident seemed to become anxious especially during meal time.  She was admitted a week ago.  
	Mary is a 92-year-old female resident with dementia and frequent episodes of anxiety. Per the Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) Report, the resident seemed to become anxious especially during meal time.  She was admitted a week ago.  
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	•Administrator
	•Administrator
	•Administrator
	•Administrator

	•Director of Nursing
	•Director of Nursing

	•Social services designee
	•Social services designee

	•CNA
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	•Activity staff member
	•Activity staff member

	•Resident
	•Resident

	•Family member
	•Family member
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	The team decided to track the number of times Mary became anxious during meal time.  
	The team decided to track the number of times Mary became anxious during meal time.  
	•They found that over the last two days, Mary became anxious at four meals.
	•They found that over the last two days, Mary became anxious at four meals.
	•They found that over the last two days, Mary became anxious at four meals.
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	To decrease Mary’s episodes of anxiety during meal time from four meals in two days to one meal in two days before the end of next week.
	To decrease Mary’s episodes of anxiety during meal time from four meals in two days to one meal in two days before the end of next week.
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	Pick solution based on the cause
	Pick solution based on the cause
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	•RCA is a quality improvement method that helps teams get to the root cause of a system issue.
	•RCA is a quality improvement method that helps teams get to the root cause of a system issue.
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	Results of an RCA help to develop systemic actions to prevent future events and to sustain positive outcomes.
	Results of an RCA help to develop systemic actions to prevent future events and to sustain positive outcomes.
	Tools such as the fishbone (cause-and-effect) diagram and the 5 Whys technique can be used to conduct an RCA. 
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	Investigation—Purpose
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	•Assemble a clear and thorough explanation of why an incident occurred.
	•Assemble a clear and thorough explanation of why an incident occurred.
	•Assemble a clear and thorough explanation of why an incident occurred.
	•Assemble a clear and thorough explanation of why an incident occurred.

	•Identify specific actions (changes to be made, improvements) to prevent similar incidents.
	•Identify specific actions (changes to be made, improvements) to prevent similar incidents.
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	Facilitator
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	•Identify someone to coordinate all the moving parts to keep the investigation moving forward toward an explanation and solutions.
	•Identify someone to coordinate all the moving parts to keep the investigation moving forward toward an explanation and solutions.
	•Identify someone to coordinate all the moving parts to keep the investigation moving forward toward an explanation and solutions.
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	•The facilitator may not be owner of the problem.
	•The facilitator may not be owner of the problem.
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	Know the investigation process:
	Know the investigation process:
	•Collect
	•Collect
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	•Organize
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	•Document
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	•Manage the dialogue
	•Manage the dialogue
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	•On your own
	•On your own
	•On your own
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	•One-on-one
	•One-on-one

	•In a group
	•In a group



	•Why did this happen? 
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	•What was different this time?     
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	•Are there system factors that contributed?
	•Are there system factors that contributed?
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	1.Define the problem
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	2.Analyze
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	To decrease Mary’s episodes of anxiety during meal time from 4 meals in 2 days to 1 meal in 2 days before end of next week.
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	•CNAs turned on the radio during meal time.
	•CNAs turned on the radio during meal time.
	•CNAs turned on the radio during meal time.
	•CNAs turned on the radio during meal time.

	•TV was on during meal time.
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	•Mary was sitting with three residents at a table.
	•Mary was sitting with three residents at a table.

	•Some residents in the dining room were shouting or talking loudly while eating.
	•Some residents in the dining room were shouting or talking loudly while eating.

	•Right before meal time, there were activities in the dining room. 
	•Right before meal time, there were activities in the dining room. 

	–As a part of the standard procedure, the activity staff members turned the TV on during activities and left it on after activities were over.
	–As a part of the standard procedure, the activity staff members turned the TV on during activities and left it on after activities were over.
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	To decrease Mary’s episodes of anxiety during meal time from 4 meals in 2 days to 1 meal in 2 days before end of next week.
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	CNAs turned on the radio during meal time.
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	•Over which root causes do you have the highest control?
	•Over which root causes do you have the highest control?
	•Over which root causes do you have the highest control?
	•Over which root causes do you have the highest control?

	•Which root causes have the highest impact on the problem?                                                          
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	Conduct RCA—Fishbone
	Conduct RCA—Fishbone
	1.Review causes provided.
	1.Review causes provided.
	1.Review causes provided.

	2.Categorize causes on Fishbone diagram.
	2.Categorize causes on Fishbone diagram.

	3.Choose one root cause that has a high impact on the problem and over which you have high control.
	3.Choose one root cause that has a high impact on the problem and over which you have high control.
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	Based on the cause, choose action(s) from the bundle: 
	Based on the cause, choose action(s) from the bundle: 
	#1 Design and create a calming environment.
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	a) Eliminate loud or competing noises. 
	a) Eliminate loud or competing noises. 
	a) Eliminate loud or competing noises. 
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	b) Have a place for everything, and everything in its place. 
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	b) Have a place for everything, and everything in its place. 



	c) Eliminate patterns in carpet or other furnishings that could be confusing. 
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	d) Include private personal spaces that are comforting and soothing to residents. 
	d) Include private personal spaces that are comforting and soothing to residents. 
	d) Include private personal spaces that are comforting and soothing to residents. 
	d) Include private personal spaces that are comforting and soothing to residents. 



	e) Respect each resident’s private space.
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